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Is the appeal directed 
toward an ethnic category or 
subcategory that represents 




Does the candidate’s appeal 
explicitly or implicitly invoke 
an ethnic dimension, 
category, or subcategory?
Is the candidate a 
member of the ethnic 
category or subcategory?
Non-ethnic appeal
Does not invoke an 
ethnic dimension, 
ethnic category or 
subcategory 




Invokes an ethnic 
category or subcat-
egory that is a subset 
of the electorate and 
to which the candi-
date does not belong
E.g., Islamic appeals 
when the candidate is 
Christian
Invokes an ethnic 
category or subcat-
egory that is a subset 
of the electorate and 
to which the candidate 
belongs
E.g., Christian or 
Baptist appeals when 




Invokes a entire 
ethnic dimension of 
or an ethnic category 
in which all or most 
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Decrease in salience of  
‘traditional’ identities










Appeals to socially and 
politically salient identities
A.  The ethnic attachment thesis  B.  The cultural modernization thesis
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Proportional in turning 
votes into seats
Disproportional in turning 
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Multiple parties, 
many small in size
Fewer parties, 
most large in size
Ethnic parties National parties
Electoral rules
MajoritarianPR
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Note: North Kalimantan, a new province, was created in 2012.
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A. Size of Muslim population
(% of district population)
B. Size of largest indigenous group
(% of district population)
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2. Candidate, party, and election information
3. Events
1. Article information
4. Elite support and endorsements
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B. Indigenous bonding Appeals





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































D. Indigenous bridging appeals


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































E. Nationalist bridging appeals
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